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Well, I think that the, as far as I know., think that we just about equal. : About

equal all those tnibes. But like I say, the Kiowa-Apache tribe, they have more

education and more

belief. I seen it

hare some Kiowa

degree of 'college • than the other, tribes, according to my .

• I studied it over among those educated young mens* But we

icated today living right now. We got some good ones too. Pretty

smart*. Our general superintendent up here, lives up here on the hill* He's a

superintendent of [the Indian Methodist Rations. He has a degree, a high degree.

(What is his name?)
J • • ,

His name is Bob 0 ) He's pretty well educated. Got degree*And we have seyerl

more of those Kiovas that has degree in college. Different degrees. Some of

them doctors degree. - "ave some of then. Then the Comanches have some in their

tribe. Also, in the Cheyenne and Arapaho, they have them. The Caddos, Hchitas

and Delewares, thjey have thai. So, I say mostly all the tribes in Oklahoma has

degree of some kind. Doctors degree - - , /

(Could you tell me where the Deleware Indians came from?) ' .

They came from Way back around - -. they claim that they come from Georgia down

in there in them swamp lands, way back there. The Caddos and the Wichitas and

the Delaware* 4 - you see, way back there they originate with the Creek Indians*

were kind/ of alike* \

(Did they all/live in the same? place?)- ' . .

Same part of /the country, but they live a far distance fron one antther. So

there's a lot of those- Caddos that is originate from there. There's a lot of /

them up there today; somewhere over there around Georgia or somewhere in Louisiana
t ' . . * ' *' • /

or somewhere over in there.'

(Where do/the Deleware Indians in Oklahoma live?)i". -

They scattered now, north of, the Washita River, north. All

go, clear to Arapaho and Cheyenne country. The line comes right on in/there*
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